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H I G H L I G H T S
� Per-cell red fluorescence is a proxy for internal nitrogen in phytoplankton cells.

� We propose to use red fluorescence to improve models on cell nutrient utilization.
� Red fluorescence was tested to substantially improve the performance of Quota models.
� This is a new way to model cell growth while accounting for storage mechanisms.
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Ecologists have often used indirect proxies to represent variables that are difficult or impossible to measure
directly. In phytoplankton, the internal concentration of the most limiting nutrient in a cell determines its
growth rate. However, directly measuring the concentration of nutrients within cells is inaccurate, expensive,
destructive, and time-consuming, substantially impairing our ability to model growth rates in nutrient-
limited phytoplankton populations. The red chlorophyll autofluorescence (hereafter “red fluorescence”) signal
emitted by a cell is highly correlated with nitrogen quota in nitrogen-limited phytoplankton species. The aim
of this study was to evaluate the reliability of including flow cytometric red fluorescence as a proxy for
internal nitrogen status to model phytoplankton growth rates. To this end, we used the classic Quota model
and designed three approaches to calibrate its model parameters to data: where empirical observations on
cell internal nitrogen quota were used to fit the model (“Nitrogen-Quota approach”), where quota dynamics
were inferred only from changes in medium nutrient depletion and population density (“Virtual-Quota
approach”), or where red fluorescence emission of a cell was used as an indirect proxy for its internal ni-
trogen quota (“Fluorescence-Quota approach”). Two separate analyses were carried out. In the first analysis,
stochastic model simulations were parameterized from published empirical relationships and used to gen-
erate dynamics of phytoplankton communities reared under nitrogen-limited conditions. Quota models were
fitted to the dynamics of each simulated species with the three different approaches and the performance of
each model was compared. In the second analysis, we fit Quota models to laboratory time-series and we
calculate the ability of each calibration approach to describe the observed trajectories of internal nitrogen
quota in the culture. Results from both analyses concluded that the Fluorescence-Quota approach including
per-cell red fluorescence as a proxy of internal nitrogen substantially improved the ability of Quota models to
describe phytoplankton dynamics, while still accounting for the biologically important process of cell ni-
trogen storage. More broadly, many population models in ecology implicitly recognize the importance of
accounting for storage mechanisms to describe the dynamics of individual organisms. Hence, the approach
documented here with phytoplankton dynamics may also be useful for evaluating the potential of indirect
proxies in other ecological systems.
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1. Introduction

Proxy variables are commonly used in ecology as a way to
quantify processes that would otherwise be difficult or impossible
to monitor directly (Caro, 2010; Lindenmayer et al., 2015). For in-
stance, indirect proxies can facilitate recording abundance data
(Eigenbrod et al., 2010; Stephens et al., 2015). This is especially
true for vegetation models, where indirect optical proxies for dif-
ferent canopy attributes (e.g. net primary production, plant bio-
mass, photosynthetically active radiations) have played a crucial
role overcoming many long-standing monitoring challenges, for
example evaluation of impervious regions, such as the Arctic and
Antarctic (Santin-Janin et al., 2009; Epstein et al., 2012), or frag-
mented and isolated areas (Pereira Coltri et al., 2013; Li et al.,
2014), or very extended territories (Son et al., 2014; Stephens et al.,
2015). Another use of indirect proxies in ecology is to quantify the
overall performance of a species. For instance, trait-based ap-
proaches use different types of measurable eco-physiological and
life-history traits (e.g. growth, body mass, fecundity) to make in-
ferences about the ecological capabilities of a species (e.g. com-
petitive ability) and about complex processes at higher organiza-
tional levels (e.g. community structure, ecosystem functioning,
energy flow: McGill et al., 2006; Violle et al., 2007). For example,
the colony shape of a coral species is a proxy for its susceptibility
to mortality from physical dislodgment (Madin et al., 2014).
Proxies can also be used to quantify the condition of an individual
organism. For instance, the size of the liver and its lipid con-
centration is a good proxy for the health of a fish (Dempster et al.,
2011). Also, whole-organism oxygen consumption rate is a tradi-
tional proxy for metabolic activity or energy consumption (Brown
et al., 2004; Salin et al., 2015) and various biochemical indices have
been used as proxies for specific growth rate and overall activity of
an organism (Runge and Roff, 2000; Holmborn et al., 2009). Hence,
indirect proxies serve different purposes in ecology across differ-
ent scales, ranging from biomes, to species, and to individuals.

The use of indirect proxies is particularly important when
studying organisms that are difficult to measure directly, such as
phytoplankton. The productivity of phytoplankton populations is
critical to sustain life on the planet, and their rate of cell division is
often regulated by the availability of inorganic nutrients to a cell.
However, phytoplankton cells are also adapted to store nutrients
to support growth in periods of low nutrient availability (Caperon
and Meyer, 1972; Droop, 1973, 1983), which complicates the ana-
lysis of nutrient utilization and population dynamics. Quota
models are the most successful representation of phytoplankton
nutrient utilization to date, because of their ability to incorporate
internal nutrient storage within single cells that can temporarily
support cell division even in the absence of sufficient external
nutrients (Droop, 1973; Leadbeater, 2006; Pahlow and Oschlies,
2013). The key assumption of Quota models is largely biologically
justified: phytoplankton cells are adapted to respond to nutrient-
limited conditions by relocating resources from storage molecules
(e.g. lipids, carbohydrates, pigments, RNA) to vital metabolic
functions (e.g. cell division; Dortch et al., 1984). However, analys-
ing phytoplankton nutrient utilization by fitting Quota models to
data also requires monitoring the internal nutrient status of a cell,
which is the most stringent limitation to this modelling technique.
Estimating nutrient concentrations within phytoplankton cells is
technically complicated, costly, destructive, and time-consuming
(Sattayatewa et al., 2011; American Public Health Association,
2012). For instance, a performance study of this technique re-
viewing 55 laboratories revealed that around half of the partici-
pating laboratories produced inconsistent results, and the coeffi-
cient of variation among the reliable laboratories was up to 20% for
nitrogen and 60% for phosphorous concentrations (Aminot et al.,
1997). Alternatively, Quota models can be fitted to data even when
internal quota are not directly monitored (Ducobu et al., 1998;
Malerba et al., 2012, 2015). This is possible because the dynamics
of internal nutrients in closed systems can sometimes be inferred
from population densities and ambient nutrient depletion (Brand,
1991; Fujimoto et al., 1997; De La Rocha et al., 2010). However, this
approach is limited to highly controlled laboratory settings and it
generally requires more data and more complex experimental
designs. Hence, overcoming the limitations involved with direct
measurements of cell internal nutrients could substantially en-
hance our ability to understand and predict dynamics of phyto-
plankton populations.

The optical properties of a cell can provide important informa-
tion about the nitrogen utilization of phytoplankton species, as an
indirect proxy for their internal nitrogen status. Nitrogen status is
known to alter many physiological and morphological aspects of a
cell (e.g. cell volume, cell roundness, pigment composition, quan-
tities of internal organelles, concentrations of storage molecules;
Vanucci et al., 2010; Adams et al., 2013). Flow cytometric optical
analysis provides a means to directly quantify these anatomical and
physiological changes that are intrinsically linked to the nitrogen
quota of a single cell (Collier, 2000; Dubelaar and Jonker, 2000;
Veldhuis and Kraay, 2000). In particular, flow cytometric red
fluorescence from four phytoplankton species grown in nitrogen-
limited batch cultures explained 77% of the variability in per-cell
internal nitrogen, across species and a range of initial nutrient
concentrations (Malerba et al., 2016). Monitoring red fluorescence
emission from phytoplankton cells has many practical advantages:
it is instantaneous, non-destructive, precise, non-biased by in-
organic particles, and often routinely measured as part of the pro-
tocol for estimating total population densities (Collier, 2000; Du-
belaar and Jonker, 2000; Veldhuis and Kraay, 2000). Moreover, it is
feasible to separately monitor red fluorescence intensity for mixed
species with non-overlapping optical ranges (Trask et al., 1982).
Instead, direct methods for total nitrogen quota can only estimate
the total elemental composition within a sample. Furthermore,
technological advances in nutrient probes and automated sub-
mersible flow cytometers (cytobot; Olson et al., 2003) make pos-
sible real-time monitoring of phytoplankton dynamics in natural
and engineered systems. In contrast, protocols for monitoring total
internal nitrogen quota are more complex to automate. However,
inferring a state variable from an indirect proxy also requires ac-
counting for an additional source of error, due to the use of a cali-
bration curve to convert between a variable and its proxy. Hence,
while incorporating red fluorescence as a proxy for cell nitrogen
quota could extend the utilization of Quota models, it is unknown
how the added uncertainty of using a calibration curve could affect
parameter identifiability, precision, and accuracy when fitting
Quota models to phytoplankton time-series.

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the use of flow
cytometric red fluorescence in Quota models as a proxy for in-
ternal nutrient status. To this end, we conducted two different
analyses. In the first analysis, we generated data by simulation, so
that the model performance for each fitting approach could be
compared using mean squared error (MSE) from the difference
between the estimated parameter values and the known, true
parameter values used to generate the data. Phytoplankton allo-
metric relationships were used to generate trait values of single
species spanning several orders of magnitude in cell size and
generate nitrogen-limited time-series for medium nitrogen, in-
ternal nitrogen, and total biomass. In the second analysis, Quota
models were fitted to real time-series collected from laboratory
batch cultures and the accuracy to describe the observed dynamics
of internal nitrogen was compared across the three fitting ap-
proaches. Both analyses show that incorporating red fluorescence
as a proxy for cell nitrogen quota improves the performance of
phytoplankton models.
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2. Material and methods

2.1. Model development

In this study we derived three approaches to fit Quota models:
the Nitrogen-Quota approach, Virtual-Quota approach, and Fluor-
escence-Quota approach. The three different approaches were
derived from the original Quota model by Droop (1973), as:

( )( )= − × ( ) ( )
dN
dt

f N t B t 1a

( ) ( )( ) ( )= − × ( ) ( )
dQ
dt

f N t g Q t Q t 1b

( )( )= × ( ) ( )
dB
dt

g Q t B t 1c

where ( )N t , ( )Q t , and ( )B t indicate ambient nitrogen, per-cell
internal nitrogen quota, and population density, respectively.
Functional responses ( )( )f N t and ( )( )g Q t describe the per-cell
uptake rate and growth rate as a function of external and internal
nitrogen, and are represented with two saturating functional re-
sponses:

( )( ) ( )= × ( )
+ ( )

f N t v
N t

N t k 2a
max

( )( ) )μ= × −
( ( )

∞

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟g Q t

Q
Q t

1
2b

min

where vmax is per-capita maximum uptake rate, k is the Michaelis–
Menten half-saturation constant, μ∞ is maximum theoretical
growth rate of a cell at infinite nitrogen quota, and Q min is the
threshold internal nitrogen concentration at which no cell division
occurs.

All three fitting approaches include the state variable ( )Q t , as
the nitrogen quota within a single phytoplankton cell, but differ in
the way the model is calibrated to the data. The Nitrogen-Quota
approach calibrates the dynamics for ( )Q t to direct measurements
of per-cell internal nitrogen, as:

)( )= × ( ( )Q t c Q t 3obs

where ( )Q tobs is the observed nitrogen quota within a single cell,
and c is a positive constant accounting for bias associated with
laboratory protocols when recording total cell nitrogen in phyto-
plankton cultures. Directly estimating cell quota has two sources
of bias. Firstly, the precision of measuring the elemental compo-
sition within a cell depends on the type of chemical bonds within
the molecules (e.g. nitrogen atoms connected by double bonds
within molecules yield very poor recovery rate with most tradi-
tional protocols; Aminot et al., 1997; Raimbault et al., 1999). Sec-
ondly, field and laboratory samples often present variable loads of
dead cells and nutrient-rich inorganic particles in solution, which
contribute to the overall reading and overestimate cell quota in
living cells (Shelly et al., 2010). Hence, the parameter c represents
underestimated ( )Q tobs due to partial N recovery associated with
experimental protocol (co1), or overestimated ( )Q tobs due to
nitrogen recovered from dead cells and suspended inorganic par-
ticles within the sample (c41). Bias of up to 50% has been re-
ported with organic nitrogen standards (Nydahl, 1978; Langner
and Hendrix, 1982; Raimbault and Slawyk, 1991; Raimbault et al.,
1999), so in each simulated dataset c was generated from a
uniform distribution ranging between 0.5 and 1.5. The case with
no bias in ( )Q tobs was also explored, by repeating the analysis with
c fixed at 1.

The Fluorescence-Quota approach derives ( )Q t from the red
fluorescence signal emitted by a cell. Previously, Marra et al.
(1990) showed the utility of using red fluorescence as a proxy for
internal nutrient status in phytoplankton Quota models. We build
on this idea by considering flow cytometric red fluorescence
measured from individual cells, instead of total red fluorescence
from a volume of water. In this way, the recorded value of red
fluorescence signal is determined only by properties of individual
cells, without the need to standardize by total population density
within the culture (which would introduce additional measure-
ment error). The relationship between ( )Q t and per-cell fluores-
cence intensity was assumed to follow the same power-law
functional response documented in Malerba et al. (2016):

( ) )= × ( ( )Q t a F t 4
b

which can be rearranged as:

( ) )
=

(

( )

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟F t

Q t

a 5

b
1

where ( )F t indicates the strength of the red fluorescence signal,
and a and b are the parameters quantifying the conversion be-
tween the two variables.

Finally, the Virtual-Quota approach uses only observations of
phytoplankton population size and external nitrate and ammo-
nium concentrations, and infers changes in internal nitrogen ( )Q t
from the fitted parameter values. This approach to infer ( )Q t relies
on the assumption that the system is closed. Hence, the sum of the
nitrogen in all state variables in Eq. (1a–c) is always constant. In
this way, the nitrogen that is depleted from the environment has
to be directed to total nitrogen inside the biomass. This leads to a
unique set of parameters yielding the best fit between model and
data. Such approach is equivalent to Ducobu et al. (1998), Malerba
et al. (2012, 2015). Hence, the total number of estimated para-
meters changes between the three approaches: the Virtual-Quota
has 4 trait parameters ( ∞v , k, μ∞, and Q min), while the Nitrogen-
Quota and Fluorescence-Quota have 1 (i.e. c from Eq. (3)) and 2
(i.e. a and b from Eq. (5)) additional parameters, respectively.

Notice that either of the three approaches has strengths and
limitations, each with the potential to outperform the others. The
Nitrogen-Quota approach is supplied with direct observations for
the quota dynamics, but such observations suffer from lack of
precision and accuracy. The Virtual-Quota approach estimates
parameters only on dynamics for ambient nutrients and popula-
tion densities, without being influenced by fitting noisy data for
internal quota dynamics. However, in this way it is disadvantaged
by lower degrees of freedom in the parameter estimates. Finally,
the Fluorescence-Quota approach is supplied with data that are
indirect and require estimation using a calibration curve, but they
represent a more precise and accurate proxy for the real nutrient
status of the cell.

2.2. Analysis of simulated data

2.2.1. Data simulation
The Nitrogen-Quota, the Virtual-Quota, and the Fluorescence-

Quota approaches were fitted to 100 simulated datasets each. In
this way, model performance from each fitting approach could be
calculated from the average distance between the parameter va-
lues used to generate the data (“true” parameters) and the model
estimates calibrated from the same data (estimated parameters).
The 100 simulated datasets were generated following these steps:
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(1) choose a set of species traits, (2) use stochastic simulations to
generate trajectories for external nitrogen, cell nitrogen quota,
population density, and red fluorescence, and (3) generate trajec-
tories for 100 days of the corresponding observations of these
state variables, incorporating the measurement error for each state
variable. Here we describe each step in more detail (please refer to
Appendix A for a graphical summary of each step in the analytical
methods).

The first step consisted of generating traits representative of
phytoplankton species of different sizes. To do that, a cell volume
was selected from a uniform distribution on log10-scale from 102

to 105 mm3, which is the approximate range reported in Edwards
et al. (2012) for freshwater phytoplankton species. Then, the al-
lometric relationships in Edwards et al. (2012) were used to as-
sociate the sampled cell volume to expected values for maximum
nitrogen uptake (vmax), half-saturation rate (k), and minimum ni-
trogen quota (Q min; see Appendix A and Table S1 in Appendix B).
The parameter for maximum theoretical growth rate (μ∞) of a cell
was inferred using the allometric relationships for maximum ob-
served growth rate ( μmax) in Edwards et al. (2012) and for max-
imum nitrogen quota (Q max) in Montagnes and Franklin (2001),
and using the formula:

μ μ= −
( )∞

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

Q
Q

1
6max

min

max

Also, to account for between-species variation around the four
allometric relationships, a residual was extracted from the error
distribution of each linear regression and added to the expected
parameter values (Table S1 in Appendix B).

The second step consisted in simulating the true dynamics of
the system using the traits generated in the first step. We did that
by using Eq. (1a–c), with the set of trait parameters generated in
the first step, to calculate time-series for external nitrogen (N(t)),
population density (B(t)), internal nitrogen (Q(t)), and red fluor-
escence (F(t)). Trajectories for the red fluorescence emission (i.e. F
(t)) of a cell were calculated based on changes in its internal ni-
trogen status (Q(t)) using Eq. (5). The values for a and b were
drawn from a bivariate uncertainty distribution from calibration of
this relationship using empirical data from four phytoplankton
species (Malerba et al., 2016). Log-normally distributed process
noise was added to each of the state variables to represent the
unexplained variation due to natural stochasticity in the dynamics
(Hilborn and Mangel, 1997; Bolker, 2008). The magnitudes of
process noise were estimated from calibrating Eq. (1a–c) to em-
pirical data (Malerba et al., 2016). Each time-series was simulated
for 100 days, which were sufficient observations to successfully
estimate all model parameters with 95% credible intervals. The
initial concentration for external nitrogen was standardized as ten
times the half-saturation constant (i.e. 10� k) of the species. The
initial population density was calculated so that medium nitrogen
would become limiting half way through the time-series (i.e. be-
tween day 40 and 60). In this way, available nutrients transitioned
from N-rich, to N-limited, to N-absent conditions, and growth
rates transitioned from fast to zero. Initial populating density was
also defined so that population sizes equilibrated by the end of the
simulated time-series. Finally, initial per-capita internal nitrogen
was randomly selected from a uniform distribution between ni-
trogen deplete (i.e. Q(to)¼Qmin) and nitrogen replete (i.e. Q(to)
¼Qmax).

The third step consisted of adding observation error to the true
system dynamics calculated in step 2. Observation error was ad-
ded to the dynamics of ambient nitrogen (N(t)), observed internal
quota (Qobs(t)), population density (B(t)), and red fluorescence (F
(t)). The magnitudes of observation error were calculated from the
standard deviations of the triplicate independent readings from
empirical data in Malerba et al. (2016), which offers an in-
dependent estimate for the size of the measurement error for each
state variable. The distributions for observed internal quota, po-
pulation density and red fluorescence were assumed to follow a
log-normal distribution, except for medium nitrogen, which was
assumed to be normally distributed. The log-normal distribution is
appropriate because it constrains all measured values to be posi-
tive and because the right-skewed nature of the distribution al-
lows for occasional large positive residuals, which are often ob-
served in population data. Instead, nitrogen was assumed to follow
a normal distribution, as observation error make negative con-
centration values possible when measuring concentrations close
to the detection limits of the instrument. Time-series for observed
internal quota (Qobs(t)) were further modified to account for bias
by using Eq. (3) with a value for c sampled from a uniform dis-
tribution between 0.5 and 1.5.

The analysis was repeated by modifying the effect of the
parameter c, quantifying the magnitude of bias when measuring
Qobs(t) from Q(t). Repeating the analysis with no bias in Qobs(t) (i.e.
fixing c¼1) did not change the conclusions of the main analysis
(data not shown). This indicates that the Nitrogen-Quota approach
to calibrate Quota models is able to accurately estimate c and to
account for systematic bias in monitoring Q(t). Notice however
that this is only possible when assuming a closed system, where
the sum of nitrogen in the three differential equations remain
constant. In summary, the bias-effect of the parameter c did not
influence the overall performance of the Nitrogen-Quota
approach.

After simulating the data for red fluorescence (F(t)) and ob-
served internal quota (Qobs(t)) and adding process noise and ob-
servation error, the recorded relationship between F(t) and Qobs(t)
had a mean R2 of 0.9 across all simulated datasets, which is 15%
higher than the corresponding coefficient from empirical data
(Malerba et al., 2016). This indicates that a fraction of the ob-
servation error in F(t), Qobs(t), or both, was not included in the
standard deviations calculated from triplicate independent read-
ings of the samples in Malerba et al. (2016). Therefore, it was
necessary to simulate time-series of F(t) and Qobs (t) with an in-
creased observation error estimate (note that process noise does
not contribute to the precision of this relationship). It cannot be
determined from the data how and where this additional ob-
servation error between measurements of F(t) and/or Qobs (t) en-
tered the system. However, details about the experimental pro-
tocols provide some indications. Multiple aspects contribute to the
overall magnitude of observation error for measuring internal ni-
trogen quota: the precision when recording reaction intensity
(instrumental error), the accuracy of dispensing reagents or di-
luting samples (manipulative error), and the rate of chemical de-
gradation in all chemical reactions (chemical error). While in-
strumental and manipulative errors were fully replicated in the
experimental methods and thus reflected in the estimate of ob-
servation error from the triplicate readings, chemical error can
potentially be mis-represented by triplicate readings: the same
reagents and stock standards are used at each day, and chemical
decay can cause an increase in observation error that is not in-
cluded in the standard deviations of the replicate measurements.
Also, standard stocks for measuring cell internal nitrogen require
organic stock standards (e.g. glycine), which are less stable than
inorganic controls. Conversely, the observation error associated
with measuring red fluorescence only depends on instrumental
error, which is well characterized by multiple independent sample
readings. In fact, red fluorescence originates from exposing un-
treated cells to blue light at a wavelength of 488 nm and any in-
consistencies involved with handling the sample can only influ-
ence cell density estimates, not the red fluorescence emission of a
cell. In conclusion, the additional observation error is more likely
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to be associated with measuring per-cell internal nitrogen, rather
than red fluorescence. However, to be conservative, we added
equal proportions of observation error to F(t) and Q(t) until the
empirically detected R2 of 0.77 in Malerba et al. (2016) was re-
flected in the simulated data.

2.2.2. Model calibration for simulated data
The parameters for maximum nitrogen uptake (vmax), half-sa-

turation rate ( k), maximum theoretical growth rate ( μ∞), and
minimum nitrogen quota ( )Q min were estimated with each of the
three model fitting approaches for 100 simulated datasets, which
were sufficient for analysing trends while keeping computation
time in the order of days to weeks (fitting the data from each si-
mulated experiment took between 0.5 and 2 days). Note that the
parameter for maximum observed growth rate (μmax) is not part of
the Quota model (Eq. (1a–c)) and was therefore not estimated
during model calibration. The Nitrogen-Quota approach was cali-
brated to trajectories of external nitrogen (N(t)), population den-
sity (B(t)), and observed internal quota (Qobs(t)), with internal
quota (Q (t)) estimated from Eq. (3). The Virtual-Quota approach
was calibrated only to external nitrogen (N(t)) and population
density (B(t)), with internal quota (Q(t)) inferred from changes in N
(t) and B(t). The Fluorescence-Quota approach was calibrated to
external nitrogen (N(t)), population density (B(t)), and red fluor-
escence (F(t)), with internal quota (Q(t)) estimated from F(t), using
Eq. (5). All parameters of the three modelling approaches were
estimated assuming uninformative priors, except for the two
parameters to regulate the conversion of red fluorescence and
internal quota (i.e. a and b) of the Fluorescence-Quota approach,
which were calibrated including the priors obtained from the ca-
libration curve in Malerba et al. (2016). This simulates a situation
where a preliminary calibration curve was produced between Red
(t) and Qobs(t) on a much smaller, independent data set, in-
dependently of the Qobs(t) values obtained in the experiments. This
approach is convenient, as a calibration curve can be produced
using a preliminary experiment involving far fewer measurements
of internal nitrogen thanwould be required to fit models to the full
time series data on internal nitrogen directly. Notice however that
in this way the Fluorescence-Quota approach is still independent
to the Nitrogen-Quota approach, as it is calibrated without using
any of the simulated Qobs(t) values.

State-space statistical estimation techniques were used to fit
Quota models to each of the 100 datasets per approach. State-
space models allow estimating model parameters by simulta-
neously accounting for both process noise and observation error
(Bolker, 2008; Pedersen et al., 2011). The underlying idea behind
this modelling technique is that observation error and process
noise affect the variability around the model in different ways: the
variability caused by observation error will remain constant
through time, while the influence of process noise will compound
over time. Mathematically this corresponds to:

( ) ε= + ( )+Y f Y 7at
true

t
true

1

τ= + ( )+ +Y Y 7bt
obs

t
true

1 1

where ε represents the log-normally distributed process noise, τ
represents the normally distributed observation error, Yt

true and

+Yt
true

1 are the true states of the system at times t and tþ1, and +Yt
obs

1 is
the measured state of the system at time tþ1 (see Appendix A for
more details).

Sampling from the posterior distribution using Bayesian Mar-
kov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a particularly suitable method
to fit state-space models accounting for observation error and
process noise. Each dataset was sampled 105 times with Gibbs
sampler, following 5�104 iterations for adapting the chains and
5×104 for burn-in, using software JAGS and R with package rjags
(Plummer, 2003; R Core Team, 2014; Plummer, 2015). To monitor
for successful convergence, we visually inspected the iterated
history, density plot, and correlation diagram of each chain in each
model. Also, we graphically inspect the overlapping posterior
distribution between the whole chain and the last 10%, and en-
sured Geweke z-scores between �2 and 2 (Geweke, 1992). Chains
were extended if they failed to meet convergence criteria. Soft-
ware R was used with packages coda and ggmcmc for statistical
analyses and plots (Plummer et al., 2006; Marín, 2015).

The performance of each model to estimate maximum nitrogen
uptake ( vmax), half-saturation rate ( k), maximum theoretical
growth rate ( μ∞), and minimum nitrogen quota ( )Q min was eval-
uated using mean squared error (MSE) calculated across all 100
simulations, as:

( )θ θ∑ ^ −

( )
=

100 8
i i i

true
1

100 2

where θi
true is the parameter value used to simulate the dataset i,

and θ̂i is the value of mean of the posterior probability for the
parameter estimated from the same dataset. The MSE accounts for
both precision and bias to quantify the average distance between
the parameter's best-estimate and its true value.

2.2.3. Assumptions of the analytical techniques
This analysis assumes that cell internal nitrogen (Q(t)) and cell

red fluorescence (F(t)) are related in the same way as described in
Malerba et al. (2016). The relationship was documented to be
linear on a log-log scale, constant across the four species, with a
slope of 1.17 (95% CI: 1.05 to 1.29) and an intercept of �18.9
(�19.2 to �18.64), and a goodness-of-fit (R2) of 0.77. While flow
cytometeric red fluorescence in phytoplankton cultures has re-
ceived relatively little attention compared to other types of red
fluorescence (e.g. PAM fluorescence, total fluorescence), a pro-
portionality between red fluorescence within a cell and nutrient
status is well-supported in the literature. This is mainly because
cells under non-limiting light regimes usually respond to an in-
crease in nitrogen status by producing more pigments (Mulhol-
land and Lomas, 2008; Dortch et al., 1984).

A second assumption involves how the data were simulated.
Because the data were simulated with the same model that was
used to calibrate the data, the analysis is dependent on the classic
Quota model being a good descriptor of the mechanisms regulat-
ing the nutrient-limited growth of cells in batch culture condi-
tions. This assumption is robust. The Quota model, first introduced
by Droop (1968), is today the most successful type of process-
based models to describe nitrogen-limited growth in phyto-
plankton populations (Pahlow and Oschlies, 2013). However, re-
cent work showed that phytoplankton traits might also not be
constants, as assumed by the classic Quota model, but be them-
selves dependent on internal nutrient status (Verdy et al., 2009;
Bonachela et al., 2011). While there is no reason for the conclu-
sions not to apply with these more complex models, further
testing should explore the robustness of the present conclusions
when including a dependency between quota dynamics and traits.

2.3. Second analysis with laboratory time-series

To test the robustness of the results from simulated data, each
of the three fitting approaches were also calibrated to time-series
collected by Malerba et al. (2016) from laboratory cultures. Refer to
Malerba et al. (2016) for a detailed description of the experimental
methods. Briefly, four green algal species (i.e. Desmodesmus ar-
matus, Mesotaenium sp., Scenedesmus obliquus, and Tetraedron sp.)



Fig. 1. Mean Squared Error for per-capita maximum uptake rate (vmax), Michaelis–
Menten half-saturation constant (k), maximum theoretical growth rate ( μ∞), and
minimum cell nitrogen quota ( Q min), calibrated with the three alternative ap-
proaches to fit Quota models. Mean Squared Error was calculated from 100 cali-

brated datasets for each model as ( )θ θ^ −
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥mean true

2
, where θtrue is the value used

to generate the data and θ̂ is the mean parameter value estimated from the data.
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were reared in batch culture conditions under two different initial
conditions of medium nitrogen and initial population density. The
8 time-series were 6 or 7 days long and included triplicate daily
readings for population density, medium nitrogen, cell internal
nitrogen quota, and cell red fluorescence, all collected daily at
18:00 in order to control for any diurnal fluctuations.

The three approaches for fitting Quota models were calibrated
to each of the time-series separately, using the same techniques
described for the simulated datasets (see section “Model calibra-
tion for simulated data”). However, while in the analysis of the
simulated datasets we included informative prior distributions for
the a and b parameters of the Fluorescence-Quota modelling ap-
proach, here we assumed uninformative priors. This is because
both the time-series and the calibration curves between Red(t) and
Qobs(t) come from the same data reported in Malerba et al. (2016),
and this violates the assumption of independence between the
dataset and the parameters’ prior distributions. Moreover, there
were not enough observations in the time-series to simulta-
neously account for the effects of both process noise and ob-
servation error. Therefore, we simplified the analysis by assuming
that the residuals in the data were only due to observation error.
This assumption is more reasonable than assuming process noise-
only, because protocols to monitor per-cell internal nitrogen quota
are complex and often suffer from lack of precision (Aminot et al.,
1997; Beardall et al., 2001; Shelly et al., 2010).

Differently to simulated data, it is not possible to calculate MSE
for model parameters calibrated from laboratory time-series, as the
“true” parameter values (θtrue in Eq. (5.7)) are unknown. Instead, we
assumed that the observations for the internal nitrogen quota re-
present the “true” dynamics of the internal quota and we tested the
ability of each model to fit the observed dynamics. We analysed the
coefficient of determination (R2) between the observed quota and
the model-inferred quota for each of the three approaches. Instead
of only using the parameter best-estimates, we calculated a dis-
tribution of R2 coefficients by sampling from the posterior dis-
tributions of the parameters of each calibrated model. This yields a
distribution of R2 coefficients for each calibrated dataset, which
indicates not just the ability of the model to capture the internal
nitrogen dynamics, but also how the predictions vary as a result of
the combined uncertainties around the parameters.

Note that this way to calculate model performance is biased in
favour of the Nitrogen-Quota approach: observations of internal
quota (Qobs(t)) are used for both calibrating the parameters and for
evaluating the performance of the model. This is not the case for
the Fluorescence-Quota and Virtual-Quota models, as their cali-
bration is independent to Qobs(t).
3. Results

3.1. Simulated data

The Virtual-Quota approach performed consistently worse than
either the Fluorescence-Quota or the Nitrogen-Quota approach for
both Mean Squared Error (Fig. 1). All parameters recorded the
highest mean squared error when estimated with the Virtual-
Quota approach (MSEvirt) compared than the Nitrogen-Quota
(MSEnitr) and Fluorescence-Quota (MSEflu) approaches (Fig. 1).
However, the magnitude of the difference depended on the
parameter: the maximum uptake rate (vmax) showed the least
difference between approaches (o10%), while the half-saturation
constant (k), minimum quota (Qmin), and the maximum theoretical
growth rate (μ∞) where up to 1 and 2 orders of magnitude higher
for the MSEvirt compared to MSEnitr and MSEflu, respectively (Fig. 1).
Hence, inferring internal nitrogen dynamics from external nitro-
gen depletion and population density (i.e. Virtual-Quota approach)
led to less accuracy and less precision compared to including
measurements of internal nitrogen or of red fluorescence.

3.2. Laboratory time-series

All three approaches fit the eight laboratory time-series for
medium nitrogen and population density very accurately and with
comparable precision (most R2 higher than 0.8; see panels A, B, D,
E in Fig. S1-4 in Appendix C). The exception was the second da-
taset for Tetraedron sp., where all three models predicted dynamics
for population density that showed substantial lack of fit (Fig. S4
E). This lack of fit is due to a decrease in the rate of population
growth from day 1 that did not correspond to an increase in de-
gree of nitrogen limitation in the system (most ambient nitrogen
was still available). This violates the assumption of Quota models
that nitrogen is the only limiting factor for cell growth.

Conversely, the performance of the Quota model to predict
internal nitrogen dynamics differs considerably across fitting ap-
proaches (Fig. 2). The mean goodness-of-fit across the 8 datasets
between model-inferred quota dynamics and observations on in-
ternal nitrogen was highest in the Nitrogen-Quota approach
(R2¼0.55), followed by the Fluorescence-Quota approach
(R2¼0.47) and the Virtual-Quota approach (R2¼0.32; Fig. 2 B). It is
important to notice that all R2 coefficients for the Virtual-Quota
approach were affected by wider credible intervals compared to
either the Nitrogen-Quota or the Fluorescence-Quota approaches
(Fig. 2). This indicates that the Nitrogen-Quota or the Fluores-
cence-Quota approaches could predict the dynamics of internal
nitrogen more accurately and with less uncertainty, compared to
the Virtual-Quota approach.

Overall, the results from fitting real time-series are mostly in
agreement with the analysis of simulated dynamics. The lower
mean squared error for Nitrogen-Quota and the Fluorescence-
Quota approaches with simulated data (Fig. 1) is consistent with
both their higher mean and lower uncertainty of R2 with real time-
series (Fig. 2), compared to the Virtual-Quota approach.
4. Discussion

This study showed that including per-cell red fluorescence as a
proxy for internal N (Fluorescence-Quota approach) can improve
the performance of Quota models while still accounting for the
ability of cells to store nitrogen intracellularly. Furthermore,



Fig. 2. Goodness-of-fit coefficients (R2) between observed and predicted dynamics
of internal nitrogen for (A) two initial conditions for each of the 4 green algal
species (Desmodesmus armatus, Mesotaenium sp., Scenedesmus obliquus, and Tetra-
edron sp.) reared in laboratory batch cultures and (B) the weighted mean across all
eight R2 scores. The 95% credible intervals for R2 were calculated by integrating over
the posterior distribution of the calibrated parameters of each of the model. The R2

scores were calculated from the model fits represented in panels C and F of Fig. S1–
S4 in Appendix C.
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simulated data showed that the higher instrumental precision for
red fluorescence, compared to measuring internal nitrogen di-
rectly, makes the Fluorescence-Quota approach superior even to
the classic Nitrogen-Quota approach.

The many advantages of measuring red auto-fluorescence from
single cells make the proposed Fluorescence-Quota approach a
promising way to reduce some of the limitations of modelling
phytoplankton dynamics. This study is only the first attempt to
integrate an indirect proxy for the study of nutrient utilization in
phytoplankton and much uncertainty still remains on the robust-
ness of this technique. For instance, a relationship between red
fluorescence and the quota of the most limiting nutrient of a cell
has been only documented for nitrogen-limited laboratory cul-
tures (Malerba et al., 2016). However, a decrease in pigmentation
should in principle arise also in cells limited by other macro-
nutrients. This is due to a relocation of elements in short demand
from pigments and storage molecules to vital metabolic functions
(Mulholland and Lomas, 2008; Dortch et al., 1984). Consistently,
studies on taxonomically unrelated phytoplankton species reared
in laboratory batch cultures show positive trends in flow cyto-
metric optical values when cells are replete with iron, phosphor-
ous, and silicon (Cleveland and Perry, 1987; Demers et al., 1989;
Zettler et al., 1996; Timmermans et al., 2001; Davey et al., 2008;
Liu and Qiu, 2012). Hence, there is potential to extend this
approach also to different limiting nutrients, starting by testing for
proportionality between optical properties and internal status of a
cell reared when limited by different nutrients.

Laboratory studies have documented factors other than nitro-
gen status that can affect the phenomenon of phytoplankton
chlorophyll fluorescence, such as light intensity, diel cycle, pig-
ment composition, and other limiting nutrients (Sosik et al., 1989;
DuRand and Olson, 1998; Mas et al., 2008). However, the analysis
of per-cell fluorescence has received relatively little attention
compared to other types of fluorescence (e.g. total fluorescence,
Pulse Amplitude Modulated fluorometry), as the use of flow cyt-
ometers was established in phytoplankton ecology relatively re-
cently (Veldhuis and Kraay, 2000; Sosik et al., 2010). Flow cyt-
ometers automatically record fluorescence intensity whenever
they are used to estimate the population density of a phyto-
plankton sample. At present, time-series of per-cell red fluores-
cence are rarely of interest and scientific publications mostly do
not report them. New evidence indicates that flow cytometric red
fluorescence can not only reveal physiological mechanisms of a
cell but also improve current phytoplankton models (Malerba
et al., 2016). Promoting the publication and use of per-cell red
fluorescence data can provide more opportunities for further
verification and a better evaluation of using flow cytometric
fluorescence proxies in phytoplankton models.

Another potential application emerging from this research is
the use of red fluorescence for studying cell internal nitrogen from
individual species when reared in mixed cultures. Direct estima-
tion using traditional laboratory protocols cannot allow separately
monitoring nutrient storages of mixed species. Conversely, indirect
estimation from optical properties of mixed phytoplankton species
with non-overlapping values can easily be partitioned, quantifying
the contribution of each individual species (Trask et al., 1982;
Petersen et al., 2012). There is a large body of theoretical work
examining the role of resource storage in community ecology and
its interaction with temporal and spatial variability (Grover, 2011;
Grover et al., 2012). This methodology to calibrate Quota models
from laboratory time-series may help to test theoretical predic-
tions with empirical laboratory experiments.

Our study presents a novel approach to incorporating and
evaluating indirect proxies in dynamic models. Specifically, pre-
sent findings showed that red fluorescence could substantially
improve the estimation of phytoplankton traits when fitting pro-
cess-based Quota models to time-series data. Many other popu-
lation models incorporate variables representing the condition of
individual organisms. For instance, Dynamic Energy Budget mod-
els rely on the assumption that energy and resources can be stored
within organisms (Nisbet et al., 2000; Kooijman, 2010). However,
variables characterizing the internal condition of individuals often
require destructive and time-consuming laboratory protocols, or
they may simply be impossible to measure directly (e.g. separate
energy reserves for growth, reproduction, or maintenance of an
individual). Consequently, most dynamic models infer changes in
internal storages without testing these implied dynamics against
data (i.e., they are unobserved state variables). This practice im-
pairs the capacity to validate model performance, and it increases
parameter uncertainty. Therefore, the approach applied here to
evaluate an internal nitrogen proxy in phytoplankton may also be
useful more broadly, for evaluating indirect proxies in other po-
pulations for which difficult-to-measure internal states strongly
influence population dynamics.
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